Notifiable Conditions Case Definitions

Case Definitions

Standard case definitions are used by all states for notifiable conditions reporting to produce comparable data nationwide. State representatives at the Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists annual conference vote on changes to the national case definitions. This year a small number of changes in communicable diseases reporting were enacted.

Washington State follows almost all national case definitions for notifiable conditions reporting. One exception is the reporting of post-diarrheal hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS). Although this condition is separately defined as a notifiable condition, the case definition for shiga toxin-producing *Escherichia coli* (STEC) includes post-diarrheal HUS as a suspect case. To avoid overlap in reporting, in Washington State HUS is included in reporting of STEC.

Washington State Department of Health established case definitions for diseases that are notifiable conditions in this state but not nationally. These include prion disease (such as Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease), shellfish poisoning (paralytic and domoic acid shellfish poisonings), and yersiniosis. In addition, a small number of nationally notifiable conditions (amebic meningitis, Hansen disease and histoplasmosis) are not notifiable in Washington because they are not endemic in the state or because they have no public health interventions.

2014 Case Definition Changes

The changes below will be included in forms available on the Notifiable Conditions web page and in PHIMS, the state’s electronic surveillance reporting system.

**Arboviral disease** (excluding Dengue) has minor changes. For Neuroinvasive cases, fever is no longer a clinical criterion for diagnosis. For Non-neuroinvasive cases, the clinical criterion of measured fever was
replaced by “report of fever or chills by patient or healthcare provider”. In addition, cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) testing no longer applies to non-neuroinvasive cases; the laboratory indicators have been modified to support this change. Headache and stiff neck are no longer identified in PHIMS as case-defining, although for only dengue the symptom headache continues to be one of several potential case-defining clinical criteria only. The previous clinical finding of “underlying chronic illness or immunosuppression” was replaced with a question in which specific pre-existing conditions can be identified. Guillain-Barré syndrome has been added to other neuroinvasive findings.

**West Nile virus** has minor changes. For Neuroinvasive cases, fever is no longer a clinical criterion for diagnosis. For Non-neuroinvasive cases, the clinical criterion of measured fever was replaced by “report of fever or chills by patient or healthcare provider”. Cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) testing no longer applies to non-neuroinvasive cases; the laboratory indicators have been modified to support this change. In addition, headache, stiff neck, and seizures are no longer identified as case-defining in PHIMS.

**Cryptosporidiosis** has had a requirement since 2012 that diarrhea last at least 72 hours if it is the only reported symptom for a Probable or Confirmed case. Since duration of diarrhea was not specifically asked in PHIMS, the variable “Diarrhea duration ≥ 72 hours” was added. If a cryptosporidiosis case reports any diarrhea, mark “Diarrhea” as “Yes”. If the diarrhea lasted at least 72 hours, also mark “Diarrhea duration ≥ 72 hours” as “Yes”. If the diarrhea did not last at least 72 hours, there must be one other case-defining symptom (abdominal cramping, vomiting or anorexia) for the case to be classified as Confirmed or Probable. Note that Fever is no longer a case-defining symptom so has been unbolded.

**Malaria** does not have a change in the case definition, but for national reporting it is requested that the Plasmodium species be recorded, and if known the quantification of parasitemia. Species is already captured in PHIMS. If the percent of red cells affected is known, add it as a PHIMS shared note.

**Mumps** now has a Confirmed classification only when laboratory confirmation for mumps virus by culture or with reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) accompanies an acute illness characterized by any of the following: acute parotitis lasting at least 2 days, aseptic meningitis, encephalitis, hearing loss, orchitis, oophoritis, mastitis, or pancreatitis. A Probable classification applies for acute parotitis lasting at least two days or orchitis or oophoritis (unexplained
by another more likely diagnosis) with a positive test for serum anti-mumps immunoglobulin M (IgM) antibody, or with an epidemiologic linkage to another probable or confirmed case or a link to a community outbreak. As before, a Suspect case has parotitis, acute salivary gland swelling, orchitis, or oophoritis unsupported by any laboratory evidence. A positive laboratory result with no clinical symptoms of mumps (with or without an epidemiologic link to a confirmed or probable case) also gives a Suspect case.

**Novel influenza A** has a clarification that a case-defining epidemiologic linkage is restricted to having contact with a laboratory-confirmed novel influenza case. Laboratory confirmation is expanded to include any laboratory using CDC-approved protocols or FDA-authorized tests to detect novel influenza. The Probable case definition applies for inconclusive test results as well as no confirmatory testing.

**Pertussis** has a change in the case definition for infants less than one year of age only. Apnea was added nationally as a case-defining clinical symptom; however, Washington State has considered apnea to be case-defining in infants since 2012. In addition, the criteria for classifying infant cases as Probable now include an acute cough illness of any duration when one other clinical symptom (paroxysms, inspiratory whoop, post-tussive vomiting, or apnea) is present AND either a pertussis polymerase chain reaction (PCR) positive result or contact with a laboratory-confirmed case of pertussis. These infants were previously classified as Suspect. Infant cases meeting the clinical criteria (i.e., cough lasting ≥2 weeks plus one case-defining symptom but lacking laboratory confirmation or epidemiologic link) will continue to be classified as Probable. Note that any person meeting the clinical criteria who has contact with a PCR-positive Probable infant case (i.e., PCR positive with ≥1 case-defining clinical symptom but cough duration <14 days) should be classified as Probable rather than Confirmed.

**Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli (STEC)** reporting includes new exposure data elements with an expanded and specific new form replacing the old supplemental form. The left side and non-shaded information is entered into PHIMS. The right side and shaded information will be collected by the local health jurisdiction and on request forwarded to Office of Communicable Disease Epidemiology during cluster investigations. Such information includes details of sources of food, brands purchased, and foods consumed outside the house (see bottom of page 4).

**Trichinellosis** has had a Confirmed classification with a clinically compatible illness AND either the organism demonstrated in the patient or a positive serologic test. Starting in 2014 there will be new Suspect and Probable classifications. A Suspect case does not have a clinically compatible illness but shared epidemiologically implicated food AND has a positive serologic test. A Probable case has a clinically compatible illness AND either shared epidemiologically implicated food or ate a meat product in which the organism was demonstrated.

**Gonorrhea** has proctitis and pharyngitis added as symptoms in the clinical description. Laboratory criteria added observation of gram-negative intracellular diplococci in an endocervical smear obtained from a female. Comprehensive sites of infection had been added to both the case reporting form and PHIMS-STD several years ago, so no changes were needed to accommodate other updates.
Syphilis has an updated list of serologic tests, adding enzyme immunoassay (EIA) and chemiluminescence immunoassay (CIA), and removing older testing technologies no longer used. Details of clinical history and symptoms indicative of each syphilis stage were added to assist in appropriate case classification. Of note, the syphilis stage of “latent, of unknown duration” was discontinued so all latent staged syphilis cases are now classified as either “early latent” (initial infection in the previous 12 months) or “late latent” (initial infection occurred greater than one year previously). The “unknown duration” stage has not been included on the STD case report for some time, though remains in PHIMS-STD.

PHIMS Update

The 2013 case definitions will apply to cases being counted for the 2013 reporting year. For acute communicable diseases, new PHIMS screens and PHIMS forms for 2014 will be available in early February. Until then, a local health jurisdiction with a 2014 case of any of the above conditions can contact Office of Communicable Disease Epidemiology for the updated form (206 418-5500 or 877-539-4344).
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